13 N-labeled ammonia from blood to brain, in vivo, in adult rhesus monkeys. For this purpose, we monitored the behavior of the tracer by using external detection of the 511-keV annihilation-radiation photons of nitrogen-13 following rapid bolus injection into the internal carotid artery. Our data reveal a diffusion limitation for the transport of ammonia from blood to brain. We attribute this to the low permeability of the blood-brain barrier for the ammonium cation. At a measured cerebral blood flow of 51 (ml/min) per hg (hg = hectogram), for example, only 35% of the injected tracer leaves the vasculature and is incorporated into brain tissue. Further, this extracted fraction not only decreases with increasing cerebral blood flow, but is also influenced by the pH of the blood perfusing the brain and by the integrity of the blood-brain barrier. We have interpreted our data on the basis of a new regional model of the cerebral circulation that takes into account both capillary heterogeneity within an external detector spatial-resolution element and the effects of shifts in the degree of ionization of vascular radioammonia due to the existence of pH gradients along the direction of flow in capillary blood. We have thus obtained, apparently for the first time, estimates for the individual permeability coefficient-specific surface-area products for diffusive transport across the blood-brain barrier of the two aqueous solution ammonia species, NH 3 and NH^. These estimates, denoted PoS and P+S, respectively, are regional averages; our values and associated standard deviations are P 0 S = 0.12 ± 0.02 ml/sec per g and P+S = (5.5 ± 4.9) x 10" AMMONIA is of importance in the normal metabolism of the brain and may be of importance in a variety of diseases affecting the central nervous system. Our full understanding of the role of ammonia in normal and diseased brain is dependent upon a complete knowledge of its metabolism as well as the factors governing its movement across the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Although considerable information is available about the metabolic fate of ammonia in the brain [e.g., see Cooper et al. (1979) ], much less is known about its movement across the BBB. Our deficiency in this area is due, in no small part, to the complexity of studying the BBB exchange of a substance that simultaneously exists in two distinct chemical forms (i.e., NH3 and NFU"). Furthermore, tracer studies of ammonia are restricted, in practice, to ammonia labeled with 13 N. This cyclotron-produced radionuclide has a 10-min-
AMMONIA is of importance in the normal metabolism of the brain and may be of importance in a variety of diseases affecting the central nervous system. Our full understanding of the role of ammonia in normal and diseased brain is dependent upon a complete knowledge of its metabolism as well as the factors governing its movement across the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Although considerable information is available about the metabolic fate of ammonia in the brain [e.g., see Cooper et al. (1979) ], much less is known about its movement across the BBB. Our deficiency in this area is due, in no small part, to the complexity of studying the BBB exchange of a substance that simultaneously exists in two distinct chemical forms (i.e., NH3 and NFU"). Furthermore, tracer studies of ammonia are restricted, in practice, to ammonia labeled with 13 N. This cyclotron-produced radionuclide has a 10-min-ute half-life and is, thus, of limited availability to most investigators.
In this paper, we examine the passage of 13 Nammonia from blood to brain tissue using tracer techniques developed in our laboratory for the measurement of BBB permeability by external monitoring of radiation from short-lived, high-energy, cyclotron-produced radionuclides such as U C, 15 O, and 13 N (Raichle et al., 1976) . We demonstrate that the transport of radioammonia from blood to brain tissue depends not only on blood flow but also on blood pH and on the integrity of the BBB. Our hypothesis to explain the observed influence of blood pH on the passage of radioammonia from blood to tissue is that the widely disparate permeabilities of the BBB for the neutral and ionized forms of ammonia in aqueous solution manifest themselves through the pH dependence of the relative blood concentrations of the two species through shifts in the equilibrium 13 NH? + H 2 O ±5 I3 NH 3 + H 3 O + . Whereas 13 NH 3 would appear to diffuse freely through biological membranes (Klocke et al., 1972) , the transport of culature, for example, is likely to be quite impermeable to 13 NHT because of the known impermeability of the BBB to other ions (Katzman, 1970) . Thus, changes in pH altering the relative concentrations of the two species would, according to our hypothesis, alter the rates of total radioammonia tissue uptake and deposition. Our data are, in fact, consistent with this hypothesis and have permitted us to obtain, apparently for the first time, a statistical estimate of the true BBB permeability coefficient for each species. To accomplish this, we devised and applied a new regional mathematical model of the cerebral circulation. The model takes into account effects on tracer transport within a region that arise from heterogeneities of capillary size and capillary blood flow.
Methods
The fraction of 13 N-labeled ammonia extracted by the brain during a single capillary transit was measured in adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) following internal carotid artery injection of 0.2 ml of a saline solution containing 13 N-ammonia. To ensure that the pH of the injected solution was the same as the pH of the blood perfusing the brain, blood was drawn into the syringe through the injection catheter, and the two allowed to mix prior to injection. We measured cerebral blood flow (CBF) together with each measurement of this extracted fraction (Eq. 1) of 13 N-ammonia by utilizing residue detection (Zierler, 1965 ) of a bolus (0.2 ml) of 133 Xe injected into the carotid artery.
To ensure that the 13 N radiation observed by external detection corresponded to tracer in brain tissue and its vasculature only, uncontaminated by contributions from tracer in extracerebral structures, the right external carotid artery was ligated at its origin from the common carotid artery. This procedure was carried out, with the monkeys under phencyclidine anesthesia (2 mg/kg), at least 2 weeks before experimentation.
For the CBF and permeability measurements, the monkeys were again anesthetized with phencyclidine (2 mg/kg), paralyzed with gallamine, intubated with a cuffed endotracheal tube, and ventilated passively on 100% oxygen with an animal respirator (Harvard Apparatus Co.). A small cathether (0.021-cm) was then inserted in a femoral artery and its tip positioned in the right common carotid artery under fluoroscopic control. To prevent clotting in this catheter system, which was used for the injection of radioisotopes, monitoring of arterial blood pressure, and sampling of arterial blood, all monkeys were anticoagulated with heparin at the beginning of the experiment. The endtidal Pco 2 , arterial blood pressure (except for the brief periods necessary for isotope injection and blood sampling), and rectal temperature were monitored continuously. Rectal temperature was maintained between 37° and 39°C with a heating pad. Arterial pH (pHa), carbon dioxide tension (Paco 2 ), and oxygen tension (Pao 2 ) were measured before and after each injection of radioisotope. Cerebral venous pH (pHv) was estimated in the following manner. Cerebral venous carbon dioxide tension (Pvco 2 ) was estimated from the Paco 2 using the relationship described by Ponten and Siesjo (1966) for our range of Paco 2 values. The pHv was then determined from the Pvco 2 , and a blood-buffer curve was determined for each monkey on the basis of measured values of pHa and Paco 2 , using a standard acid-base nomogram (Siggaard-Andersen and Engel, 1960) .
Radioisotope Preparation
Ammonia labeled with nitrogen-13 was produced in the Washington University Medical Cyclotron facility by the bombardment of methane gas using the 12 C (d, n) l3 N nuclear reaction. The specific details of the preparation are described elsewhere (Straatman and Welch, 1973) . The radiochemical purity of the samples of 13 NH 3 was determined by gas-liquid partition chromatography. Preparation of the u CO-hemoglobin utilized in this study is also described in detail elsewhere (Welch and Ter-Pogossian, 1968) .
Saline containing xenon-133 in solution was used as the diffusible tracer for the measurement of CBF rather than our normally employed water labeled with the cyclotron-produced isotope, oxygen-15 (Raichle et al., 1976) , because of our inability to shift rapidly from nitrogen-13 production to oxygen-15 production. The xenon-133 in saline was supplied by Mallickrodt Chemical Co.
Radioisotope Detection
The time course of the amount of each tracer in the injected cerebral hemisphere was monitored by means of a 3-by 2-inch Nal(Tl) scintillation detector appropriately collimated and positioned under the monkey's head to ensure spatially uniform detection efficiency within the hemisphere. The detector signal was processed by a pulse-height discriminator with an energy window of acceptance adjusted symmetrically around the 511-keV photopeaks of nitrogen-13 and carbon-11 and around the 81-keV photopeak of xenon-133 to eliminate counts due to scattered radiation. The accepted counts observed in successive time frames were stored in the memory of a small laboratory computer. Appropriate data processing was performed using the computer; this included corrections of the count rate for electronic dead-time loss, physical decay (nitrogen-13 half-life, 10 min; carbon-11 half-life, 20 min), and background, as well as conversion to count rate as a function of time. Data retrieved routinely was in the form of processed count rate as a function of time plotted by an X-Y plotter. Adequate temporal resolution was achieved in the initial portion of each recording by using 0.1-second time frames. Statistically smooth recordings were insured by injection of sufficient activity to achieve peak count rates of from 10,000 to 20,000 counts/ sec.
Measurements and Calculations
The fraction of 13 N-labeled ammonia sequestered by brain tissue during first passage of a tracer bolus through a selected region of the cerebral capillary vasculature was determined by a single injection external-registration technique developed and validated by us for in vivo studies using cyclotronproduced position-emitting isotopes (Raichle et al., 1976) . We call this fractional quantity the extracted fraction. For the present case involving 13 N-labeled ammonia, the three assumptions central to our method of determining the extracted fraction are the following. (1) The total amount of injected 13 N that enters the region of interest, denoted niNn, is present within the detector field of view at the instant at which the maximum, or peak, count rate occurs. We measure time such that t = 0 is the instant at which tracer injection begins and t = t p denotes the peak time. (2) Sequestration of radioammonia by brain cells is sufficiently rapid that this process takes place in the interval (0, t p ), so that all 13 N entering the brain is present within the detector field at t = t p (Mcllwain, 1966; Cooper et al., 1979) . This total amount of 13 N, denoted q N oo, is the amount that would have been registered by the detector after sufficient time for complete clearance of vascular radioammonia, had no loss of radioammonia or its metabolites occurred meanwhile, and had there been no tracer returned to the detector field by recirculating blood. (3) The tail is of the residue curve, i.e., that portion of the response curve, qN(t), for times such that t : » t p , reflects only the presence and relatively slow washout of radioammonia or its metabolites from brain tissue. In the following discussion, we outline our justifications for the first two of the above assumptions and provide a plausibility argument for the third. To aid in this discussion, we first describe our method of deriving the extracted fraction, which we denote as E, from qNi(t), the count rate or residue curve obtained by external detection of the radiation due to 13 N present in the detector field of view at times t > 0 .
We have noted in our present experiments that the tails of our residue curves invariably fall as slowly decreasing monoexponential functions of time. Typically, the observed time constant is 3 00 seconds. This slow washout is revealed only after clearance of vascular radioammonia is complete. For the experimental data shown in Figure 1 , for example, no vascular radioammonia remained after ~ 10 seconds. The observed exponential behavior of the tail of q N (t) allows us, by Assumptions 2 and 3, to infer the form of the brain tissue 13 N residue contribution to qN(t) for early times before clearance of vascular tracer is complete. This is most simply accomplished by a graphical extrapolation of a semilogarithmic plot of the tail of qN(t) back to the peak time, tp, as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, by Assumptions 2 and 3, the ordinate of this residue curve at t = t p is qNoc, the total amount of 13 N that entered the brain. By Assumption 1, the total amount of 13 N in the tracer bolus entering the region of interest, niNn, is given by the value of qivi(t) at t = t p . Under Assumptions 1-3, then, the extracted fraction is given by E A qNoo/niNS! = qNa=/qis T (tp).
We established the truth of Assumption 1 experimentally by varying the rate at which tracer was delivered to the detector field of view through a monkey's carotid artery in successive injections. Over a wide range of injection rates and times, including rates much slower and times much longer than we employed routinely, we noted no change in the dose-normalized peak count rates.
We adduce evidence for the validity of Assumption 2 directly from the shapes of the data records themselves. In Figure 1 , we have plotted, together with qi\i(t) (the observed response of the external detector to a carotid artery bolus injection of 13 Nammonia), two additional experimental records and a computed curve. The two experimental records, denoted qco(t) and (1 -E)qiv(t), are responses to carotid artery and jugular vein bolus injections of n CO-hemoglobin carried in red cells and therefore represent the behavior of tracer confined to vascular space. The quantity of injected radioactivity and injection rates for these two injections were the same as for the carotid artery injection of 13 Nammonia. The purpose of the jugular vein injection was to simulate the recirculation of unextracted radioammonia to the detector field. Therefore, the actual data for the iv injection were scaled by the factor (1 -E), the fraction of the radioammonia bolus that remained unextracted after its first transit of the brain vasculature; it is this scaled response that is plotted in Figure 1 . Finally, we have also plotted, for t > t p , a residue curve computed as qisi(t) -(1 -E)qiv(t) -qN«, representing the detector response to 13 N that neither is sequestered nor has recirculated. This amount of radioisotope labels unreacted 13 N-ammonia and must be contained in intravascular space, extravascular space, or both. If any of this radioammonia resided in extravascular space for t > tp, it would presumably be free to back-diffuse from extravascular space to blood after the direction of the radioammonia concentration gradient had reversed due to clearance of the unextracted portion of flowing blood. But if appreciable early back-diffusion of unreacted 13 N-ammonia had occurred, the computed curve in Figure 1 would not have the simple decaying monoexponential form that it does. Instead, its semilogarithmic plot would exhibit convexity due to the early influx of backdiffusing radioammonia. Not only does the computed curve not exhibit any such convexity, but its slope is very nearly the same as that of the early downslope of the intracarotid "CO residue curve VOL. 48, No. 6, JUNE 1981 before onset of "CO recirculation. Both these observations support the validity of Assumption 2.
Additional evidence that in our experiments early back-diffusion of radioammonia is scanty is contained in the results of the mathematical simulation studies of Ziegler and Goresky (1971) and Rose et al. (1977) . These results are cast in terms of venousoutflow tracer-concentration histories, whereas our data are residue-detection records (Zierler, 1965) obtained by external monitoring. From the viewpoint of the tracer-conservation conditions on which both are based, the two forms are entirely equivalent and can readily be brought into mutual correspondence, as follows. Assuming invariant blood flow, conservation of tracer mass demands that, at any instant after cessation of tracer delivery, the time derivative of a residue curve be proportional to the concentration of tracer in the mixed venous outflow. Our computed residue curve, shown in Figure 1 as a single decaying exponential function of time, can be written in the form [qivi(t) -(1 -E)qrv(t)] -qN«. The term in brackets represents the observed residue curve corrected for a small tracer recirculation contribution. For the short period of elapsed time under consideration (<10 seconds), the term qN» is very nearly a constant independent of time, representing the total amount of radioammonia accumulated by the brain since the beginning of the radioammonia injection. The time derivative of this computed residue function (assuming constancy of q Nm ) is (d/dt)[qN(t) -(1 -E)qiv(t)] and, as stated above, is proportional to the outflow concentration of unsequestered radioammonia. Since the time derivative of an exponential function of time is proportional to the original exponential function, it follows that, had it been possible for us to record an outflow curve for the experiment of Figure 1 , its downslope (also corrected for tracer recirculation) would have been an exponential function of time with the same time constant as that characterizing our computed residue curve. Rose et al. (1977) observe in their simulation results that even with "extremely high" sequestration rates, a back-diffusion component is always apparent in their computed outflow curves. The presence of back-diffusion manifests itself in their results as a convexity in their plots of the logarithm of outflow concentration vs. time. No such convexity appears in our computed residue curves and, therefore, would not have appeared in outflow curves had it been possible for us to obtain any. From this we conclude that the sequestration rates for 13 N in our experiments must lie above even the wide range explored by Rose et al. (1977) and that early back-diffusion of radioammonia, if it occurred, did so in amounts not discernible by any in vivo tracer techniques having time resolutions currently achievable.
Further evidence for the scant extent of early back-diffusion of radioammonia from extravascular space in our experiments is suggested by some results of numerical calculations based on the single-capillary model of Ziegler and Goresky (1971) . Details of our calculations using Ziegler and Goresky's model with our data are given in Appendix 2.
We are unable to offer direct evidence for the validity of Assumption 3. However, it seems reasonable to suppose that the mechanisms responsible for the clearance of any tissue radioammonia and its metabolites remain unaltered during the short interval during which this clearance is unobservable due to the presence of vascular radioammonia.
CBF was determined by Zierler's method (Zierler, 1965 ) using residue detection of a bolus of xenon-133 dissolved in saline following rapid injection into the common carotid artery, the external branch of which was ligated as described under Methods. Flow was calculated from the experimental data using the expression
where F is the specific CBF, that is, the blood flow per unit weight of tissue, F n is the total flow of blood in the region of interest, which we denote here and frequently in the sequel by the letter £2, and W n is the total weight of all tissues and fluids, including blood, in £2. (More precisely, W n represents the weight of tissues and fluids that occupy the xenon space of £2.) The function r(t) represents the residual amount of xenon-133 in the region £2 at time t after the start of injection at t = 0, r p is the total amount of xenon-133 in the bolus, Aa is the regional average brain tissue-blood partition coefficient for xenon (Veall and Mallett, 1965) , and pn is the average density of brain in £2. To compute CBF on the basis of Equation 2, we used Xu = 1.15 (dimensionless) and pa = 1.05 g/cm 3 .
Mathematical Model
We have interpreted our data for uptake of nitrogen-13-labeled ammonia by brain tissue in terms of a mathematical model of radioactive tracer transport in a region that is delimited jointly by (1) the field of view of an external detector sensitive to the radiations emitted by the tracer and (2) the anatomical volume occupied by a particular vasculature and its associated tissue, specified by selection of the arterial inflow into which radiotracer is injected. We denote this region by the letter £2; for the present application, £2 is that portion of the rhesus monkey cerebral hemisphere perfused by blood flowing in the corresponding internal carotid artery. Our model describes the collective effects within £2 due to radiotracer transported convectively by blood flowing in the vasculature and diffusively across the walls of capillaries into tissue, and relates these effects to the total radioactivity registered by the external detector. The vasculature in £2 is modeled as a collection of an arbitrarily large num-ber of flow systems. The capillary component of each of these elementary flow systems is modeled after the fashion pioneered by Krogh (1919) and developed further by Sangren and Sheppard (1953) , Renkin (1959) , and Crone (1963) . Following Bassingthwaighte et al. (1970) , we call this latter construct the Sangren-Sheppard-Renkin-Crone (SSRC) model. Sangren and Sheppard (1953) derived the impulse response in the time domain for their model [their equation apparently contained an error; the correct result was given later by Sheppard (1962) ]. These authors did not give a steady state solution following an impusle stimulus for the case of zero tracer back-diffusion; such a solution would have relevance for our present study of radioammonia uptake in brain tissue, for which we show (Appendix 2) that early back-diffusion of unmetabolized radioammonia is relatively unimportant. On the other hand, the solution presented by Renkin (1959) and later by Crone (1963) pertains only to the tracer steady state, corresponding to the case of constant infusion of tracer with no backdiffusion. This steady state solution relates the extracted fraction, E c , to the capillary blood flow, F c , the capillary surface area, S c , and the capillary permeability P c , according to the now-classical expression
We shall refer to the above relation as the SSRC equation. On the basis of a more general model capillary taking into account the effects of finite extravascular volume, axial dispersion of tracer in blood, and nonzero diffusive resistances in blood and tissue, Bassingthwaighte (1974) obtained finite difference solutions in the time domain relevant for outflow detection measurements that enabled him to establish conditions under which the SSRC equation would provide reasonably accurate estimates of P c Sc/F c . Since our experimental results meet these conditions, it appeared possible for us to use the simple SSRC model, appropriately adapted to our present requirements, as the basis for construction of an organ or regional model to interpret our experimental residue detection data for the uptake of 13 N-labeled ammonia by brain tissue. Our unit capillary model takes into account the effects of spatial variation of pH in capillary blood on the displacements of the ammonia-ammonium equilibrium within the capillary. We do not model the effects of extravascular acid-base status on the ammonia-ammonium equilibrium within interstitial fluid because the necessary detailed information concerning the spatial variation of pH lengthwise along the outside of brain capillaries is lacking. We postulate, however, that the increased acidity on the tissue side shifts the equilibrium in such a way that early back-diffusion of unmetabolized radiotracer is hindered. Therefore, the BBB is effectively asymmetric for ammonia diffusion and behaves concentratively in the blood-to-tissue direction.
To construct an organ or regional model applicable for external monitoring of radiotracer, we sought to simulate the effects of capillary heterogeneity on the total amount of radioactivity in fl for long times after beginning of tracer administration. We did this by considering capillary blood flow and capillary dimensions to be random variables in an appropriate averaging procedure based on available mammalian cerebral-capillary morphometric data for the distributions of these variates (cf. Appendix 1). We show that the distribution-independent lower bound we obtain for the steady state value of the volume-average residue function within J2 represents the actual value to within a very good approximation. The component parts of our model are described in Appendix 1; we provide here the principal mathematical results in terms of the equations we use to interpret our present experimental data.
We show in Appendices 1 and 2 that our model parameters, PN, S, and F, are related to the experimental extracted fraction, E (Eq. 1), to within a good approximation, according to PNS = -F ln(l -E).
(4; Al-60)
In the above, PN is the capillary average apparent permeability coefficient in £2 for transport of ammonia across the BBB from blood to tissue, S is the specific lateral capillary surface area available in £2 for diffusion of ammonia across the BBB, F is the specific CBF in £2, and E is the measured extracted fraction. The specific CBF, F, is defined in Equation  2 ; the specific surface area, S, is defined analogously as S A S n /W n , (5; Al-58b) where S n is the total capillary surface area available in £2 for diffusion of ammonia across the BBB. The capillary-average apparent-permeability coefficient, PN, is given by (6; here, P o and P+ represent the individual permeability coefficients for diffusive transport across the BBB of the two ammonia species dissolved in plasma, NH 3 and NHt, respectively. We assume these permeability coefficients to be spatially uniform within £2 for a given animal preparation. The parameter K is the capillary average value of the local ratio in capillary blood of the molar concentration of the un-ionized species, NH3, to that of total ammonia-ammonium nitrogen in solution. In Appendix 1 we show, on the assumptions of our model, that this capillary average value of the concentration ratio is independent of time and of any parameters specific to the capillaries. Here, x represents a or v, and K a is the acidic dissociation constant for ammonia in plasma, defined by i a H * co/c+,
where a H +, c 0 , and c+ represent, respectively, local values in plasma of hydrogen ion activity, and of the concentrations of un-ionized ammonia and of total ammonia-ammonium nitrogen. In terms of pHa and pHv values, the ratios /c a and K V of Equations 8 are expressed by
where x represents a or v. For interpreting our present experimental data with our model, we have used the value K a = 9.49 X 10~1 0 mol/liter, orpK a = 9.023, measured in human plasma at 37 °C by Jacquez et al. (1959) . Bank and Schwartz (1960) measured pKi in synthetic urine solutions. Their value at 37°C for solutions having the ionic strength of human plasma is pK a = 9.03, which is in close agreement with the above result of Jacquez et al. (1959) .
We make the following remarks concerning the principal results of our model as embodied in Equations 4-10. Equation 4 is formally similar to the SSRC equation (3). It is important to note, however, that the meanings implicit in the two expressions are dissimilar because the underlying assumptions and realms of applicability of each are quite different. The SSRC equation is strictly valid only for constant infusion of tracer in the steady state limit, whereas we show our result to hold for finite radiotracer injections of arbitrary time course provided that back-diffusion of tracer and loss of labeled metabolites are unimportant or can be adequately accounted for. Further, we have shown our results to hold to within a good approximation for external monitoring of radiotracer in an entire organ or in a region of an organ, whereas the SSRC equation holds strictly only for a single capillary. In this connection we note that our results are independent of the particular forms of the tracer transittime distributions in the arterial and venous portions of the vasculature within the organ or region of interest. Another significant difference between Equations 3 and 4 lies in the meanings to be attributed to the respective permeability coefficients. In equation 4, P N is an average, taken over the length of a capillary, of the individual permeability coefficients pertaining to the two ammonia species existing in blood plasma. The weights for the averaging are the local relative concentrations of the two species; these depend, in turn, on the local pH in capillary blood. Although P N is obtained by averaging over the lengths of individual capillaries (Eq. Al-24) and although capillary length is a random variable in our model, we show in Appendix 1 that PN is independent of capillary length and that it depends only on pHa and pHv in fi. In contrast, the permeability coefficient in the SSRC equation, P c , is considered to be independent of all the other SSRC model parameters; in this respect, it is similar to our individual permeability coefficients, Po and P+, neither of which is influenced by any of the other variables of our model.
Our reason for writing Equation 4 in terms of the product, PNS, is that the parameter S, the specific capillary surface area in £2, is not known presently for our animal preparations with sufficient accuracy to justify reporting explicit values of the individual permeability coefficients, Po and P+, without an appropriate accompanying caveat. Instead, we report our results in terms of the permeability coefficient-specific surface area products, P 0 S and P+S, and give tentative values for Po and P+ based on an approximate knowledge of S. In this way, should an accurate value of S become available at a later date, correspondingly accurate values of Po and P+ can readily be derived.
Our model predicts that the radioammonia-extracted fraction observed for an Q, in the brain in a given experiment will depend on the values of pHa and pHv prevailing for cerebral blood in that fl at the moment of measurement. (However, our model does not take into account any influences of interstitial fluid pH; in Appendix 2 we indicate why this omission is justified for our present studies.) We have, in fact, observed the predicted effects experimentally and take advantage of them by deliberately manipulating the acid-base status of our animal preparations in order to generate a data set from which we can obtain statistical estimates of the individual permeability coefficients, Po and P+. We describe the mathematical basis for this in the following.
Estimation of NH 3 and NHJ Permeabilities
On multiplying P N (Eq. 6) by S (Eq. 5) and collecting terms in K (Eq. 7), we obtain 
and Ao A P + S, Ai A APS,
( 15) )]• (16)
In the above, we have used the notation E(ic) to indicate the interdependence we observe in our experiments between the measured extracted fraction of radioammonia, E (Eq. 1), and ic the computed value of the capillary-average concentration ratio (Eq. 7). The latter depends, through Equations 10, on the values of pHa and pHv determined in a particular experiment, as described above. The data transformations represented by Equations 4, 10, and 11, leading to the linearization equation (Eq. 13), provide the basis of an estimation procedure for the individual permeability coefficients. For this purpose we use weighted linear regression according to a statistical model that assumes that ic is deterministic and that the variate, y, is distributed normally about the true regression line. We computed approximate weights for the regression from the data by the so-called theory of error propagation (Eadie et al., 1971) . To do this, we assumed that statistical fluctuations in the data are due only to the stochastic nature of radioactive decay and can therefore be described adequately by Poisson statistics (Evans, 1955) . Estimates P 0 S and P+S were computed frorr^ the weighted least-squares estimates Ao and Ai according to and PoS = Ao + A,
obtained by simultaneous solution and appropriate evaluation of Equations 12,14, and 15. The resulting line, y = Ao + Ai»c, is plotted in Figure 3 .
Experimental Procedure
Experimental runs consisted of the sequential injection of 13 N-ammonia and xenon-133. This permitted the determination of the extracted fraction of the labeled ammonia as well as the CBF. The extracted fraction and the CBF were measured at several different levels of PacO2. The Paco2 was lowered by passive hyperventUation and raised by ventilation with a gas mixture of 90% oxygen and 10% carbon dioxide. A period of at least 15 minutes was allowed for the establishment of a steady state at each level of Paco 2 .
To delineate the 13 N-ammonia time-activity curve into intra-and extravascular components in selected experiments, we also performed sequential injections of 13 N-ammonia and a sample of the monkey's blood labeled with "C-carboxyhemoglobin.
Finally, to examine the effect of acute changes in BBB permeability on observed 13 N-ammonia extraction by the brain, we transiently "opened" the BBB (Rapoport, 1970; Pickard et al., 1977) in one monkey by a 30-second intracarotid infusion of 1.37 M solution of mannitol. The total volume of mannitol solution infused was 30 ml. Table 1 contains the individual values obtained for Paco 2 , pHa, CBF, and E; Table 2 shows the results of using these data to compute values for pHv, K, the capillary average ratio of the blood concentrations of un-ionized and total ammonia (Eqs. 6 and 9), and PNS, the capillary-average apparent-permeability coefficient capillary surfacearea product for diffusive transport of ammonia across the BBB (Eqs. 3 and 10). * Capillary-average ratio of blood concentrations of un-ionized ammonia to total ammonia-ammonium nitrogen (Eq. 7).
Results
f Capillary-average apparent ammonia permeability-coefficient capillary surface-area product (Eq. 11).
An example of data observed following a bolus injection of 13 N-ammonia is shown in Figure 1 . Superposition of data obtained from an injection of "C-carboxyhemoglobin made 10 minutes after the 13 N-ammonia injection demonstrates that a portion of the I3 N-ammonia remains within the vascular compartment of the brain and clears rapidly. The 13 N-ammonia entering the tissue is clearly retained for a prolonged period of time relative to the duration of this experiment; the observed clearance halftime is about 3 minutes.
The effect of changes in CBF on the behavior of 13 N-ammonia is illustrated in Figure 2 . As CBF is increased by increasing the Paco 2 , the fraction of the tracer extracted and retained falls dramatically.
The effect of capillary blood pH on the diffusive transport of nitrogen-13-labeled ammonia across the BBB is illustrated in Figure 3 . There we plot values from Table 2 of P N S (Eqs. 4 and 11) vs. K (Eqs. 7 and 10). Recall that ic, the capillary-average fraction of 13 N in capillary blood that labels unionized radioammonia, is a function of the values of blood pH at the arterial and venous ends of the capillaries. From the data presented in this way, it is clear that blood pH has a pronounced effect on the capillary-average apparent-permeability coefficient surface-area product for diffusive transport of nitrogen-13-labeled ammonia across the BBB and, hence, on the uptake of blood ammonia by brain tissue.
Our values Jor the linear regression parameter estimates are Ao = 3.3 ± 2.8 (ml/min) per hg and Ai = 696 ± 114 (ml/min) per hg, in which the errors are expressed in terms of standard deviations. Using these values in Equations 16 [together with the standard statistical method for evaluating the standard deviation of sums of independent variates (Mood et al., 1974) ], we obtain for the individual capillary permeability-coefficient surface-area products and their standard deviations the values = 699 ± 114 (ml/min) per hg = 0.117 ± 0.019 (ml/sec) per g and P+S = 3.3 ± 2.8 (ml/min) per hg = (5.5 ± 4.9) X 10" 4 (ml/sec) per g. We can obtain tentative estimates of the individual permeability coefficients by dividing the above numerical results by an approximate value of the regional average-specific capillary surface area in the brain, S. Estimates of S given in the literature vary from 52 cm 2 /g (Cobb, 1932) to 240 cm 2 /g (Crone, 1963) . By assuming an average value for S of 100 cm 2 /g [human cerebral cortex, 190 cm 2 /cm 3 ; human white matter, 57 cm 2 /cm 3 (Cobb, 1932£] and using the above-stated results for P 0 S and P+ S, we derive for the individual capillary permeabilities and their standard deviations the values Po = (1.2 ± 0.4) X 10" 3 cm/sec and P + = (6 ± 5) X 10~6 cm/ sec. [To obtain the standard deviations for P o and P+, we used approximate formulas applicable for the quotient of two independent variates (Eadie et al., 1971) . For this purpose, we employed the abovequoted standard deviations of our linear regression parameter estimates together with a value for the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean for brain-capillary surface area computed from the data of Auen et al. (1979) .]
The effect of acute osmotic opening of the BBB (Rapaport, 1970; Pickard et al., 1977) on the uptake and retention of 13 N-ammonia is illustrated in Figure 4 . Opening of the BBB is accompanied not only by an increase in E, the fractional extraction (or equivalently, the fractional retention; see Appendix 2) of 13 N-ammonia (from 0.42 to 0.49), but also by a substantial increase in CBF (from 23 to 55 ml/ min per hg). Normally, an increase in CBF is accompanied by a decrease in the fractional extraction of • "cd" 
Discussion
Our data, as interpreted on the basis of our present mathematical model, provide what are apparently the first estimates of the BBB permeability coefficients for the two aqueous solution ammonia species, NH 3 and NHJ. The only comparable study of transmembrane ammonia transport known to us is that of Klocke et al. (1972) membrane for the un-ionized species. They obtained values ranging from 8.75 X 10" 3 cm/sec to 1.40 X 10~2 cm/sec and an average value of 1.08 X 10" 2 cm/sec, whereas our estimate for P o is P o = 1.2 X 10~3 cm/sec. Assuming that interspecies comparisons are valid, we can conclude that the red cell membrane is about 10 times as permeable to unionized ammonia as the BBB. Thus, the transportlimiting barrier for diffusion of ammonia from blood to brain tissue would appear to be the capillary endothelium and whatever extravascular membranes constitute the BBB. This conclusion is consistent with findings of Phelps et al. (1977) that variations in hematocrit alone are without effect on the observed extracted fractions of radioammonia.
The model we have used to interpret our data predicts correctly the observed effect of blood pH on the experimentally observed extracted fraction of injected radioammonia. It also predicts the magnitude of the effect on the observed extracted fraction of capillary heterogeneity within the externally monitored region of interest. Because the heterogeneity effect is relatively small, we have chosen to ignore it in the interest of the computational ease afforded by use of the simple form of Equation 4. The outcome of neglecting capillary heterogeneity is that the permeability coefficients are underestimated. At our midrange value of the extracted fraction, E = 0.34, the underestimation amounts to 1.7% (Fig. 5) . A more important source of systematic error in our estimates of the permeability coefficients is the neglect in our model of the effect of back-diffusion of unmetabolized radioammonia on the calculation of the extracted fraction using Equation 1. For our midrange value, E = 0.34, the underestimation may be as much as 6.7% (Table 3) . Thus, the systematic errors in our reported values of the permeability coefficients sum to a value that may be as large as 8% at the midrange value of E. On the other hand, as we note in Appendix 2, the magnitudes of the free radioammonia back-diffusion error given there are computed on the basis of a model membrane (Ziegler and Goresky, 1971 ) that is symmetric for diffusive ammonia transport. We postulate, in contrast, that due to carbon dioxide tissue acidification, the apparent ammonia-permeability coefficient of the BBB is, in reality, smaller for transport in the tissue-to-blood direction than that for transport in the opposite direction. We thus conclude that the reverse movement of radioammonia is hindered relative to its forward transport. Therefore, for midrange values of E, our total underestimate of the permeability coefficients is probably less than 8%.
Others (Phelps et al., 1977) have conducted experiments to study the transport of nitrogen-13-labeled ammonia from blood to brain using tracer techniques similar to those we describe here. They report their results in terms of an estimate for the parameter combination that in this paper we call the capillary-average apparent-permeability specific-surface-area product, P N S. The value of their estimate is 4.0 X 10" 3 (cm 3 /sec) per g or 24 (ml/ min) per hg (Table 2) . Phelps et al. (1977) observed no dependence of the extracted radioammonia fraction and hence no dependence of PNS on pHa; we shall return to this point presently.
We have interpreted our data on the assumption that the BBB is relatively impermeable to the ionized form of ammonia. We are unaware of any specific measurements pertaining to transmembrane transport of ammonium ion, but a substantial body of data suggests that cations such as NHJ do not cross the BBB freely [for a review, see Katzman (1970) ]. Our estimate for the permeability coefficient of the BBB for NH4 is only -0.5% of that for NH 3 . Although the relative smallness of the former value is in fact consistent with the supposition that the BBB is relatively impermeable to most cations, we regard our present estimate of P+ as tentative and would urge caution in its use until a satisfactorily precise estimate can be obtained. In this connection, we note in passing that our results suggest that 13 NHt may contribute significantly in our experiments to the total nitrogen-13 flux across the BBB. This is because the concentration of 13 NHt is ~50-fold greater than that of 13 NH 3 at Ziegler and Goresky's Model (Zeigler and Goresky, 1971) normal values of capillary-average blood pH. Thus, the ionized species may contribute as much as ~25% of the total deposition of nitrogen-13 that we observe in brain tissue. The effect of blood pH on the passage of ammonia from blood to brain is quite apparent from our data, as presented in Figure 3 . In this figure, we plot y(/c) (=P N S) (Eqs. 4 and 15). In so doing, we recognize the fact that the concentration of the more permeable species is not equivalent to the total concentration of radioammonia. As a result, the computed PNS should be dependent on changes in the relative concentrations of the permeant species present. Because the ratio of the concentration of 13 NH3 to the total concentration of 13 N-ammonia is pH-dependent (Eqs. 7-10), the effect of pH, if present, should then appear, and indeed it does. Several other groups have also noted the effect of pH on the movement of ammonia between blood and brain (Warren and Nathan, 1958; Stabenau et al., 1959; Warren, 1962; Moore et al., 1963; Carter et al., 1973) . One apparent exception to these observations is the work of Phelps et al. (1977) . In their study they were unable to observe a change in E, the fractional extraction of 13 N-ammonia, over a fairly wide range of pH. It is difficult to understand why their data stand as an exception to our observations and those of others. Of note in this regard is the fact that although Phelps et al. did control Paco 2 in their animals to stabilize CBF, they did not in fact measure CBF. Any unanticipated changes in CBF could well have obscured the effect of pH on E.
The effect of acute osmotic opening of the BBB (Rapoport, 1970; Pickard et al., 1977) on the passage of ammonia from blood to brain is striking (Fig. 4) . Rapoport (1970) has reported previously that acute osmotic opening of the BBB increases the permeability of the barrier to ions. In his experiments he observed an attenuation of the acidic response of brain cortex to iv NaHCO3, presumably due to a significant increase in the permeability of the BBB for HCO3~. We assume, by analogy, that osmotic opening of the BBB has transiently increased its permeability to NRf to the extent that the cationic species now contributes appreciably to the flux of 13 N from blood to brain. An alternative explanation might be that there was a sudden increase in ic, the relative concentration of the predominantly diffusible species, 13 NH 3 . However, it appears that this explanation must be rejected, since we observed no changes in the pHa or Paco2 which, for plasma of fixed temperature and ionic strength, are the only variables that influence the value of ic (Eqs. 7-10).
Appendix 1 Mathematical Model

Composite Residue Function
For the present application, we visualize that portion of the vasculature of an organ that is contained within the field of view of an external radiation detector, and into which a radioactively labeled tracer substance can be carried by flowing blood, to be a collection of flow systems, n in number. Throughout, we shall frequently denote this subvolume of the radiation-detector field of view by the letter 12. Each of the flow systems in 12 consist of three communicating subsystems in series. Each subsystem, in turn, consists of (1) a particular capillary (of which there are a total of n in 12) together with the surrounding tissue it supplies; (2) the subvolume within 12 of the arterial-arteriolar tree characterized as that portion of intravascular space through which blood entering this capillary flows; and (3) the subvolume within 12 of the venularvenous tree characterized as that portion of intravascular space through which blood flows that has left this capillary. Thus, the sum of intravascular volumes of type 1 subsystems is the total capillary blood volume in 12, while the sum of their associated tissue volumes is the total volume of tissue in 12. Similarly, the sum of the volumes of type 2 subsystems is the total arterial blood volume in 12, and the sum of the volumes of the type 3 subsystems is the total venous blood volume in 12. Our visualization of the vascular space as being composed of elementary subvolumes whose summation yields the total space is due to Zierler (1963) , who used the concept to derive the central volume principle of indicatordilution theory.
We take the response of the external detector at any time, t, after the beginning of tracer administration in a residue-detection experiment (Zierler, 1965) , to be the sum of responses due to radioactivity contained at t in each of the 3n subsystems within 12. Transport of tracer through the surface defining 12 does not occur by diffusion through tissue but is due only to carriage by flowing blood. There is no restriction on the number of venous outlets draining 12. Similarly, tracer may enter 12 through an arbitrary number of arterial inflows, provided only that tracer is injected outside of 12 sufficiently far upstream that blood in all the arterial inflows is labeled equivalently (Perl et al., 1969; Roberts et al., 1973) . That is, we assume that the fraction, a,, of the total amount of injected tracer that enters the i th flow system is the same as the fraction of the total amount of labeled arterial blood flowing in that system. Thus, for example, no unlabeled blood may enter the region we define as 12. . 48, No. 6, JUNE 1981 blood flow for the i th system and m N n and F a are the tracer dose and blood flow for the composite system in S2, respectively. The equivalent-labeling assumption implies, by definition, that there is no exchange of tracer between any of the type 2 or 3 subsystems. We make no assumptions concerning the presence or absence of diffusive exchange of tracer between the tissue volumes of type 1 subsystems.
The 3n subsystems are characterized by their convective-flux unit-impulse outflow functions, hai(t), h c (t; Xi), and h vi (t), i = 1, 2, • • • n (Meier and Zierler, 1954) . These functions may be viewed as being either (1) completely phenomenological, as in the reference just cited, or (2) representations of parameterized mathematical models. For the present purposes, we assign the h a i(t) and h v i(t) the first interpretation and h c (t; Xi) the second. Thus, Xi A {XijJjLi represents the set of v parameters pertaining to the i th capillary. All n capillaries are characterized by a single functional form; however, we represent capillary heterogeneity in our model through assignment of appropriate variability in certain of the v parameters. Thus, we view some of the parameters of our model unit capillary to be random variables: which ones we shall specify presently. Since radiotracer is assumed to leave the vasculature and to enter tissue only through the capillary walls, and since there is no tracer exchange between any of the type 2 or 3 subsystems, the hai(t) and h V i(t) are normalized transit-time probability-density functions (Meier and Zierler, 1954) , each having the property and f f h a i(t) dt = 1, i = 1, 2, n, (Al-2a)
Because of the reasons discussed in the text under "Measurements and Calculations" and illustrated further in Appendix 2, we assume here for the development of our mathematical model that tracer extracted into tissue remains effectively sequestered there for the duration of the experiment. Stated differently, we assume that the concentration of unreacted radiotracer in extravascular space is effectively zero, so that back-diffusion of tracer from tissue to blood is negligible. Further, due to our capability of correcting the residue curves for the small contributions from recirculating tracer, we assume here that tracer not extracted into tissue and that leaves the detector field of view at the venous outflows is not returned by recirculating blood to the arterial inflows of the subvolume, fl, nor to any other region of the detector field of view. We assume time invariance of all subsystem parameters during the course of a measurement and linearity of tracer response with respect to tracer stimulus (Perl, 1971) . Therefore, we can write the outflow unit impulse response for the i th system as hi(t; Xi) = h ai (t)*hc(t; Xi)*h vi (t), i = 1, 2, •••,n. (Al-3) (Here, the asterisks denote the convolution operation.) Our assumption of equivalent labeling allows us to express the overall outflow unit-impulse response for the composite system in £2 as hn(t; Xn) = £ aihi(t; Xi),
where we have used the equivalent-labeling fractions defined in Equations Al-1 and where we define the parameter set X n A {Xi}i_i n . Let iMt) be a function describing rate at which tracer is carried into Q, by flowing arterial blood following tracer injection. This function may have any form, provided only that Assumption 1 of the text holds, i.e., that the finite dose of tracer, m N n, is given by the integral
where t is the time after the beginning of injection and t p is the time at which the peak count rate occurs. Since Assumption 1 of the text implies the constraint # a (t > t p ) = 0, the above equation can be written in the equivalent form a(t) dt, provided that no tracer leaving £2 returns there due to carriage by flowing arterial blood. Let qN(t; Xn) be the model residue function (Zierler, 1965), i.e., the total amount of radiotracer within U at any time t > 0. (The significance of the subscript letter N is that the response of the external radiation detector is due to the total quantity of radioactive 13 N in Q, without regard to its distribution between the two ammonia species and labeled metabolites.) Accordingly, tracer conservation in fi takes the form (d/dt)q n (t; Xo) = *.(t) -fla(t)*hn(t; Xo).
Combining Equations Al-3 and Al-4 with the above, we obtain (dt/dt)q n (t; Xo) = *.(t) aih ai (t)*hi(t; Xi)*h vi (t).
We make the following remarks concerning Equation Al-6. When the stipulated assumptions hold, Equation Al-6 is a rigorous conservation expression applying to tracer mass within the specifiable geometric volume we denote as S2. The boundaries of Q may or may not coincide with the boundaries of an organ or group of organs. In the former case, Equation A1-6 applies to the entire organ or organ group. In the latter case, it applies to subregions of an organ group or to a subregion of a single organ, as in the present application.
The above remarks serve to underscore the following observations. Two equivalent and complimentary dynamic tracer techniques, "outflow detection" and "residue detection," have been identified by Zierler (1965) . Both employ a stimulus in the form of tracer administration at an arterial inflow. For outflow detection, the response followed is the mixed venous-outflow tracer-concentration history; for residue detection, it is the externally monitored residual radioactivity history within the field of view of a radiation detector. The response for outflow detection is represented mathematically as the convolution of the stimulus function with the summation on the right side of Equation Al-6, while that for residue detection is the detector response, qN-(t; Xn). The implication of the summation for outflow detection is that the concentration history required is that of the well-mixed venous outflow, while for residue detection, the implication of the summation is merely that the overall external response be a linear superposition of responses of the subsystems within £2, a condition easily met (Perl et al., 1969) . Because mixed venous concentrations can ordinarily be monitored only at the venous outflow of an entire organ, outflow detection cannot be employed routinely for intact in vivo regional measurements. In contrast, residue detection is equally well suited for either regional or whole-organ studies in the intact subject.
Steady State Limit of Composite Residue Function
We have found that a data-interpretation procedure much simpler than the statistical nonlinear parameter estimation techniques commonly employed suffices for our present purposes. In our procedure, it is unnecessary to consider the detailed shapes of the experimental response curves in order to obtain the parameter of interest to us. Consequently, we do not require a solution of Equation Al-6 in the time domain. Instead, we have found it sufficient merely to enquire as to the value of the normalized model residue function, denoted as qN (t; Xn), for late values of t, corresponding to experimental times for which essentially all unextracted vascular tracer has been cleared from fl. (Here, the tilde represents normalization to the injected dose.) Let the steady state normalized model response be denoted as qN=(Xn). Our data-interpretation procedure consists simply of identifying the average value of qN=c(Xn) in fl with the experimental extracted fraction, E, defined in Equation 1 of the text and then solving the resulting equation for the desired parameter. As shown below, qN«(Xn) contains no reference to the arterial or venous convective-outflow functions, h a i(t) and h v i(t), nor to the input flux function, # a (t), appearing in Equation Al-6. Hence, our data interpretation procedure requires neither the characterization of these parasitic functions by subsidiary experiments using a nondiffusible ("vascular reference") tracer nor, alternatively, their characterization through parameterized modeling.
An expression for qN»(Xn) can be obtained from Equation Al-6 by use of the final value theorem of Laplace transform theory (LePage, 1961) without the prior step of obtaining the solution in the time domain. For this purpose, we introduce the notation of letting capital letters denote Laplace transforms of the corresponding lower case letter functions, with the letter s denoting the transform variable. Taking the transform of both sides of Equation Al-6, we obtain, for the initial condition of no tracer anywhere within the system, the equation and by combining this result with Equations Al-2 and Al-5b, we obtain q N oo(X n ) = 1 -2 1 aiHc(0+; Xj). (Al-8)
i -l
Thus, the normalized-residue steady state regional model response, qN°o(Xn), is determined by 2n factors, viz., the n equivalent-labeling fractions, a\, and the n limits In the subsection of this appendix entitled "Regional or Global Average of Steady State Composite Residue Function," we show how we interpret our measurements using Equation Al-8 and our unitcapillary model, next to be developed, to obtain estimates for the capillary permeability-coefficient surface-area products pertaining to the transport of ammonia from blood to brain tissue.
Unit-Capillary Model
To obtain parameterized expressions for the single-capillary outflow-flux unit-impulse responses, we develop here a mathematical model of transcapillary exchange similar to many of those for which, 926 CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 48, No. 6, JUNE 1981 by now, abundant variants are described in the physiological literature. For reasons that will become apparent in the following, no such existing model known to us is suitable for our present purpose.
The basic unit of our model resembles the classical Krogh capillary tissue cylinder (Krogh, 1919) . However, our model differs from that of Krogh in that we do not stipulate that tissue associated with the capillary have a particular shape or occupy a specific volume. In these respects the architecture of our model is similar to that of Renkin (1959) . Our model capillary has the shape of a hollow right circular cylinder; the ith unit has a lumen crosssection, A;, a length, Li, a lumen diameter, Di, and conveys blood by plug flow at a steady volumetric rate, Fj. The lateral surface area available for diffusion is thus (Bloch, 1962) for the frog mesentery show that the diameter of a capillary is very nearly invariant over its length; we assume Di is constant for a given unit. The studies of Gaehtgens et al. (1970) show that, while blood flow in most precapillary vessels is pulsatile, the pulsatility has been damped completely at the capillary level. Accordingly, we assume blood flow in our model capillary to be time-invariant. Distance along the capillary in the direction of blood flow is denoted as z; thus, z = 0 and z = Lj are the arterial and venous ends of the capillary, respectively. At t = 0, an arbitrary quantity of radioammonia, mn (not necessarily equal to any of the m N i of Equation Al-1) is deposited instantaneously on the surface z = 0. This bolus consists of amounts, mo and m+, of NH3 and NHJ, respectively, in an aqueous solution whose pH and ionic strength are those of arterial blood plasma. These species, whose concentrations are determined by the local pH, are then transported axially by flowing blood and radially by passive diffusion across the capillary walls to enter extravascular space, where, as discussed in the text, their concentrations are assumed to be effectively zero because of the rapid sequestration of ammonia by tissue. As a consequence, there is effectively no back-diffusion of tracer from tissue to blood during the time of the experiment, and further, therefore, extravascular pH is without relevance for our model. Our assumption that the effects of tracer back-diffusion are relatively unimportant is discussed and shown to be tenable in the text and in Appendix 2. Implicit in the Krogh-Erlanger formulation (Krogh, 1919) and in many of its subsequent derivatives [see Weinstein and Dudukovic (1975) for a comprehensive review] are the assumptions that (1) since axial convective fluxes in blood are much larger than axial diffusive fluxes in either blood or tissue, the latter can be ignored even though axial concentration gradients may be nonzero, and (2) radial concentration gradients in blood are zero. We have also adopted these assumptions for our model. The second is consistent with the conclusions of Prothero and Burton (1961) who have studied the turbulent mixing in plasma confined between red cells during passage through capillaries.
At any time, t, after deposition of tracer at the arterial inflow, conservation of each labeled species within an intravascular volume element, A; dz, at any z in ( (Al-12c) In Equations Al-11 and Al-12, c o (t, z) and c+(t, z) are blood concentrations of NH3 and NH4", respectively, and P o and P+ are the corresponding BBB permeability coefficients. By definition, these permeability coefficients depend on the diffusivities of NH 3 and NHT in the capillary endothelium and on the thickness of the latter. The diffusivities, in turn, are determined by the biochemical composition of the endothelium. We make the assumption here that both composition and thickness of brain capillary endothelium are uniform in fl. By implication, then, the values of the permeability coefficients, Po and P+, are the same for all capillaries in SI The quantity CN(t, z) represents the total molar concentration of radioammonia. In Equations Al-11, S(t + 0) and 5(z + 0) are unit impulses with arguments t and z, respectively. Equations Al-12b expresses the local relative concentrations of the two radioammonia species as a function of aH+(z), the local thermodynamic activity of hydrogen ions in plasma, and of K a ', the acidic dissociation constant of ammonia in plasma, defined in Equation 9. The local appearance rates per unit volume of the two species, due tcf local displacement of the ionic equilibrium, are denoted w o (t, z) and w+(t, z), respectively.
Solutions of equations similar to Equations Al-lla and Al-llb, taken singly, abound in the physiological literature (Weinstein and Dudukovic, 1975) . To our knowledge, however, the coupled system of Equations Al-lla to Al-12c has not been considered previously. Our solution procedure is physically motivated. In our experiments, observed response of the external radiation detector is proportional to the total amount of radionuclide present collectively at any instant within its field of view: the detector cannot distinguish between radiotracer that labels different chemical species. Accordingly, in order to construct an appropriate representation, we add parts a and b of Equation Al-11, obtaining for each i = 1, 2, • • • n, the relation
In the above, the total radioammonia dose is defined by niN A mo + m+. The "apparent" ammonia permeability coefficient, defined by
depends on position through the defined function which represents the local fraction of total radioammonia dissolved in capillary blood that is in the unionized form. Note that we specify this fraction to be independent of time. Thus, we assume that ionic equilibrium, as expressed by Equation Al-12b, prevails locally at all times. We assess the validity of this assumption quantitatively from the data of M. Eigen (Daniels and Alberty, 1979) for the rate constants of the acidic dissociation and association of ammonium ion in aqueous solution. With a midrange value of 7.3 for capillary blood pH (Tables 1  and 2 ) and, using Eigen's data, we compute an upper bound (corresponding to infinite dilution of radioammonia) of 0.46 msec for the relaxation time of the acidic dissociation reaction. We compare this value with an estimate of the brain-capillary-blqod mean transit time for our animal preparations, t c n, which we obtain as follows. Lierse and Horstmann (1965) have measured the specific capillary blood volume, V c , in different regions of human brain using a direct morphometric technique. On the basis of their data, we estimate for our preparations a regional average value of V c = 1.1 ml/hg. Combining this value with our midrange value for regional CBF of F = 52 ml/min per hg (Table 1 ) and using the central volume principle of tracer kinetics (Zierler, 1963) , viz., ten = V c /F, we obtain a regional average brain-capillary-blood mean transit time of ~1300 msec. Consequently, we see that the ammonium dissociation relaxation time is at most only ~0.04% of the capillary mean transit time, and our assumption that local ionic equilibrium prevails within 
where f is a dummy variable of integration and u + (z) is the asymetrical unit step function (Korn and Korn, 1968) . ( To evaluate the above integral, we note that Gleichmann et al. (1962) and Ponten and Siesjo (1966) provide evidence that carbon dioxide tension in the cerebrovasculature increases linearly with distance along capillaries from artery to vein. Since the relative arteriovenous difference of bicarbonate ion concentrations is smaller than that of carbon dioxide tensions [typically 3-4% for bicarbonate ion concentrations (Davenport, 1974) vs. an average of 24% for the carbon dioxide tensions recorded in Table 1 (Al-27; 7) (Al-28a; 8a) (Al-28b;8b) Note that the capillary-average value of /c(z), denoted K in equation Al-27, is independent of the capillary lengths, Li, and of any other parameters specific to the lth capillary. Finally, on taking the limit of the right members of Equations A1-20 as the transform variable, s, approaches zero, we find in combination with Equation Al-21 that for i = 1, 2, • • •, n, the relations H c (s = 0; Xi) = exp(-PNSi/Fi) hold. In the above, Si is the capillary surface area given by Equation Al-10, and PN A P + + SAP = KP 0 + (1 -K)P + 6) is the capillary-average apparent permeability coefficient. The latter depends on the pHa and pHv through Equations Al-27 and Al-28 but is independent of capillary architectural parameters. The n parameter vectors, Xi, have thus been identified as
Each capillary is thereby characterized by a set of v = 5 parameters. Our reason for writing the Xi in the above form is as follows. We have already noted our assumption that the individual permeability coefficients, Po and P+, are the same for all capillaries. It is known that at any given time the pHa is essentially spatially uniform within the arterial tree on the systemic side of the circulation. If we assume further that pHv is spatially uniform within fi (note that we do not assume pH uniformity everywhere within the systemic venous tree), then the parameter ic defined by Equations Al-27 and Al-28 will be the same for all capillaries, as will the capillary-average apparent permeability coefficient, PN, defined in Equation Al-30. Note, however, that, since PN is a function of both arterial pHa and pHv, it is dependent on acid-base status which we monitor and control during the course of a measurement. As discussed in the text, we capitalize on this pH dependency and deliberately manipulate acidbase status between measurements as a means of generating a data set from which we can estimate Po and P+ using linear regression based on Equation Al-30. If we accept the validity of the above assumptions, we can assert that, within fi, local variations in the diffusive movement of ammonia from blood to brain tissue depend, in our model, only on local variability in capillary surface area and on capillary blood flow. We next show how we take this capillary heterogeneity into account in the interpretation of our measurements of the extracted fraction of radioammonia and how we can thereby obtain regional averages for the permeability-coefficient surface-area products for transport of NH 3 and NH 4 + across the BBB.
Regional-or Organ-Average Steady State Composite Residue Function
The normalized steady state limit of our composite residue function can be written in terms of the n parameter sets Xi of Equation Al-31 by combining Equations Al-1, Al-8, and Al-29. The result is q N «(Xn) = 1 -Fjf' £ Fi exp(-P N Si/Fi), i -l where now, because of our assumption of constancy of PN in fi during a given measurement, the param-eter set X n is U {Si, Fi} U {PN} i l
To solve Equation A1-32 for the desired parameter, PN, the capillary average apparent permeability coefficient, we evaluate the summation on the right side by expressing it in terms of the average of the summand with respect to the distribution within Q, of its arguments, capillary surface area and capillary blood flow. For this purpose, we model these arguments as positive continuous random variables, which we denote as S and F, respectively. We view capillary blood flow as taking on a given time-invariant value within a given capillary but as varying between capillaries according to the distribution of the variate, F. Then, since the total blood flow, or equivalently, the total capillary blood flow in fl is A J F s , (Al-lc) and since the total capillary surface area in £2 is We can now state the essence of our data interpretation procedure. It consists in first making the identification
where E is the experimental extracted fraction defined in Equation 1, and then solving the result for PN in terms of E, Sn, and Fn-We cannot, however, obtain an exact expression for P N , whether explicit or implicit, without knowledge of the joint distribution of S and F in £2. Direct construction of a joint probability-density function for S and F seems unattainable at the present time because the techniques for making the necessary in vivo measurements at the capillary level of the cerebrovasculature appear to be lacking. In these circumstances, we have developed an approximate solution of Equation Al-36 for P N that we show by inference from a consideration of some morphometric capillary architectural data to be completely satisfactory for our present purpose. We begin by establishing a lower bound for PN. On defining the function <£(S, F; PN) as , F; PN) A (F/n F ) exp(-P N S/F), and by using Equations Al-32 and Al-35b, we can write the average in Q of the model steady state response in terms of this function as
(Al-38) It is easy to show that for positive values of S, F, and P N , the second partial derivatives of <j>(S, F; PN) with respect to S and F are both positive. The function is therefore convex within the (S, F) domain for which it has relevance, and hence Jensen's inequality (Mood et al., 1974) CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 48, No. 6, JUNE 1981 relation between x and E in the form = E, (Al-44) a relation that follows on combining Equations Al-36, Al-37, Al-38, and Al-40. We define the relative systematic error, e, due to computing the capillaryaverage apparent permeability coefficient using the Jensen lower bound, (Al-46) From Inequality Al-42 we see that e < 0.
In the following, we show how we have used published brain-capillary morphometric data for the cerebral cortex of the cat as the basis for a method of specifying values of e as a function of xFrom the results, which show that |c| <s: 1 for the range of x relevant to our measurements, we argue by extension that the approximation PN a PN' (Al-47) is satisfactory for interpreting our measurements obtained using rhesus monkey preparations. Thus, our approximation for the capillary-average apparent permeability coefficient is just the Jensen lower bound on PN, i.e., P N = P N ' = -(MF/MS) ln(l -E), obtained by eliminating x' between Equations Al-42 and Al-43. Our procedure for taking the regional average of our composite residue function in order to obtain the permeability coefficient, PN, in terms of the experimental extracted fraction, makes use of available morphometric data in the literature on lengths and diameters of mammalian cerebral capillaries (Hunziker et al., 1974a (Hunziker et al., , 1974b Hunziker and Schweitzer, 1977; Auen et al., 1979) . Results of covariance analyses for these data have not been published. In the absence of contrary information, we assume here that capillary lengths and diameters in the central nervous systems of our animal preparations are stochastically independent. Accordingly, we model these two architectural parameters of the capillary circulation in £2 as positive, continuous, independent random variables, which we denote L and D, respectively. These are related to the variates S and F by while Equation Al-49b holds locally for any incompressible fluid flowing in a channel with a circular cross-section, whether the fluid is homogeneous or heterogeneous, as in the case of blood (Larson, 1974) . We have modeled our unit capillary as having a constant diameter over its length (Bloch, 1962) and a nonpulsatile flow within (Gaehtgens et al., 1970) . (We have noted previously in connection with establishing Equation Al-3 our assumption of time invariance of all parameters during the course of a measurement as a necessary and general precondition for the validity of tracer stimulus-response methods.) Thus, since conservation of mass requires that the value of F be the same at any cross-section of the capillary, the value of the flowaverage linear capillary-blood speed, v, must also be constant along the capillary length.
An experimental finding confirmed by several authors (Hugues, 1953; Schlechta and Fulton, 1965; Gaehtgens et al., 1970) essential to our subsequent argument is the absence of a correlation between linear blood-flow speed and vessel dimensions for various mammalian arterioles and venules having diameters ranging between 14 and 80 p.m. Comparable information appears to be lacking for true capillaries; however, we assume here similar absence of correlations between v and D and between v and L for the cerebral capillaries of our animal preparations. We make the further assumption that v has a constant value in fl, an assumption supported currently by the weight of experimental evidence on brain (Siesjo, 1975) . Let Ea-L.o(-) denote the expectation operator with respect to the joint probability-density function of L and D in fi. Then, from Equations Al-49, we find and
where \i L and \XD are the means of L and D, respectively, and OD 2 is the variance of D. The first of the above two equations follows from the assumed independence of L and D, while the second follows from the assumed independence of v and D discussed above.
Our objective is to evaluate the expectation of the function <p(S, F; P N ) appearing in Equation Al-38 or Al-44. We do this by expressing it in terms of the variates L and D and the parameter x in the form
To obtain the above, we have combined Equations , thereby defining the transformation <ML, D; x)-Note that, due to our assumption of its invariance in S2, the capillary blood speed, v, does not appear in ^(L, D; x). The desired expectation, then can be written as In the following, we calculate expectations according to the right side of the above equation using three selected and distinct assumed joint probability density functions for L and D, each fitted to the morphometric data of Auen et al. (1979) . Then, combining Equations Al-42, Al-44, and Al-45, we evaluate the relative computational error, e, for each of the three assumed densities as a function of X (Eq. Al-40) in order to demonstrate the adequacy of our approximation as given by Equation Al-48. Since L and D are assumed to be independent variates, their joint density function is the product of their respective marginal densities, viz.,
Here, L and D are real independent variables whose domains, Rn ( the admissible region for which, R n 2 (L, D), is the Cartesian product R a (L) X R n (D).
The three assumed probability-density functions we have chosen for modeling the marginal densities of L and D in order to construct their joint densities according to Equation Al-53 are the normal, a beta, and the uniform. These three functions, respectively, have the forms
and
5au, au.
(Al-55c)
In the above, U stands for L or D and U stands for L or D. We have used the same symbol, ft/(U), to denote all three density functions for notational economy. The mean and variance of U are denoted by ix u and au 2 , respectively. Although the domain of the variables, U, for the normal density function, Equation Al-55a, is, strictly speaking, the entire real line, we have restricted its range of variation to nonnegative values of L and D. For the values of the parameters we have employed (Auen et al., 1979) , the integral of the normal joint density function over the restricted domains, 0 < L < 2JX L and 0 < D < 2JUD, was found to include all but 0.002% of the volume under f/..«(L, D), a discrepancy leading to but negligible errors in the subsequent calculations involving its use. The beta density function we elected to use. Equation Al-55b, is analytically the simplest symmetric form of the class of all beta density functions. We selected these densities because of their increasing platykurtotic tendency, their coefficients of kurtosis being 0, -6/7, and -6/ 5, respectively. Our reason for using this basis of selection was that we wished to investigate whether increased departures from the central tendency of the relatively sharply peaked normal density function would result in increased divergence between our approximation, P N ' (Eq. Al-48), and the exact value, PN (Eq. Al-36), of the capillary-average apparent permeability coefficient. The answer, as we shall show below, is that our measure of this divergence, e of Equation Al-46, in addition to being numerically small in magnitude, is also practically insensitive to the degree of flatness of the assumed densities.
In constructing each joint density according to Equation Al-53, we used the same functional form for the marginal densities of the independent variates, L and D. Thus, using the forms Al-55, a-c, in turn according to Equation Al-53, we constructed the joint density functions as For each of our three assumed joint densities, we have evaluated, as a function of x, the magnitude of e, the relative error in x o r m PN due to our approximation of substituting for x our lower bound, x', of Equation Al-42. Our procedure for computing e is as follows. First, we combine Equations to obtain
(Al-57) Figure 5 , where we have plotted values of 100c vs. x-Also shown are corresponding approximate values of the extracted fraction, obtained by setting x' = X a n d solving Equation Al-42 for E. We see that the relative error in x increases slowly and nearly linearly with x and that only for values of x less than ~0.3, corresponding to values of E less than ~0.3, do appreciable differences in lOOe appear. These effects, which are not pro- nounced, are due to differences between the forms of the three assumed joint probability densities of Equation Al-56.
We have concluded from the above-described results, illustrated in Figure 5 , that our approximations, x = X and PN = mPi/, are entirely satisfactory for the range of values of the experimental measurements of E obtained in our present study and recorded in Table 1 . The numerically greatest relative error, -3.9%, corresponds to the largest observed value of the extracted fraction, E = 0.61, while the smallest is less than 0.5%, occurring at E = 0.08. These values of 100e are unimportant in comparison with the observed variability in our results stemming from other sources of error. Consequently, we have chosen to use the approximate Equation Al-42 or Al-48 as the basis of our datainterpretation procedure. We recognize that in principle it would have been possible to avoid the necessity of resorting to the above approximations by solving Equation Al-57 iteratively for x in terms of E to any desired degree of precision; however, we did not deem this refinement to be warranted.
Additional evidence for the adequacy of our approximations x = X' a n a PN = PN' is the abovedescribed insensitivity of the results of our regional averaging calculations to the pronounced differences between the forms selected for representing capillary-parameter distributions. It is true that we have not investigated joint densities other than those reported here. In particular, we have not studied potential effects arising from the use of skewed densities: our assumed densities are all symmetric about their means. Auen et al. (1979) state that their values of the diameters of cat brain capillaries are normally (and therefore, symmetrically) distributed about the population mean. However, the histograms obtained by Hunziker et al. (1974b) for the distribution of capillary diameters in the brain of the cat are skewed toward the higher values. The degree of skewness is not pronounced, and it seems unlikely that this slight asymmetry would have produced significant effects had we used these densities to compute regional or organ average residue functions as we have done with symmetric densities.
In view of the adequacy of the Jensen lower bounds for representing the regional average values of x and PN, in the sequel and in the text we omit the prime marks on x' and PN' for notational simplicity. Thus, combining Equations Al-40b and Al-42 with the definitions and we obtain In Equations Al-58 we have defined the regional specific capillary-surface area, S, and the regional specific blood flow, F, and have introduced the symbol Wn, denoting the total weight of all tissues and fluids, including blood, in fi. This completes our derivation of Equation 4 of the text and specifies conditions that must be satisfied for it to be used validly.
Appendix 2
Approximate Back-Diffusate Fraction Ziegler and Goresky (1971) have developed a model of transcapillary exchange representing oneway uptake and partial sequestration by tissue of tracer entering interstitial space from capillary blood, with subsequent return by back-diffusion of all unsequestered interstitial tracer to the capillary lumen. Although their model is not strictly applicable for our present study because it does not allow for the effects of shifts in the ammonia-ammonium equilibrium due to local variation of pH in blood and interstitial fluid (cf. Appendix 1), we nevertheless have employed it for obtaining approximate values of a quantity, which we call the back-diffusate fraction, having relevance for the validity of an assumption central to our present study. We define the back-diffusate fraction as the fractional amount of tracer carried into a capillary by flowing blood that enters interstitial space, escapes sequestration into intracellular metabolic pathways, back-diffuses into vascular space, and is cleared from the capillary lumen by flowing blood. If the magnitude of this fraction is small, then Assumption 2 of the text is valid, implying that back-diffusion does not significantly influence our determination of the extracted fraction, E, according to Equation 1.
In this appendix, we investigate these issues through an approach based on the unit capillary model of Ziegler and Goresky (1971) that enables us to calculate approximations to the radioammonia back-diffusate fraction for our experiments. The numerical illustrations we present are for midrange values we observed in our measurements of CBF and the parameter, x, defined in Equation Al-59, together with literature values for mammalian brain pertaining to free ammonia turnover time and to relative interstitial volume.
On the basis of Ziegler and Goresky's model capillary, the back-diffusion contribution of unsequestered tracer to the dose-normalized convective outflow flux following instantaneous administration at the inflow end is given in terms of our present notation by
In the above, jbc(t) is the dose-normalized impulse response outflow flux due to back-diffusing tracer, expressed as a function of the time, t, after first appearance of tracer at the outflow end of the capillary, i.e., one capillary vascular mean transit time after instantaneous tracer administration at the capillary inflow. (Ziegler and Goresky assume plug flow of capillary blood in their model, as we do in ours.) Without in any way altering the logical content of Ziegler and Goresky's result for j bc(t) and to facilitate our subsequent calculations, we have cast their equation (which we quote here in the form of Eq. A2-1) in terms of the following notation for which we provide definitions below that are entirely equivalent to theirs: the parameter y ic is defined to be the fractional rate at which tracer within interstitial fluid undergoes one-way uptake and sequestration by tissue cells. The quantities in Equations A2-2 are further defined as follows: P c is the permeability coefficient for passive diffusive transport across the capillary endothelium, S c is the capillary endothelial surface area, F c is the capillary blood flow, and Vj C is the accessible interstitial fluid volume associated with the capillary. Permeation is assumed to be isotropic; that is, transport across the capillary endothelium is considered to be symmetric. Instead of writing jbc(t) in terms of Ziegler and Goresky's infinite series solution of their model equations, we have expressed their result in the equivalent but more compact closed form of Equation A2-1, in which Ii(-) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, of order unity (Olver, 1965) .
The total capillary back-diffusate fraction, /? c , is obtained by evaluating the improper integral 4 jbc(t)dt.
(Xc + YicTi c )(t/Ti c )]
Although Ziegler and Goresky (1971) quote values of /8 C corresponding to selected numerical assignments for their model parameters, in their paper they do not give an explicit expression for /? c in terms of these parameters. We required such an expression for our present purposes, and our use of the closed-form Bessel function representation allowed us to derive one, proceeding both by direct analytical integration of the right side of Equation A2-1 and by using the zero th moment theorem of Laplace transform theory; as expected, we got the same result either way. We present here only the latter shorter calculation. The Laplace transform of the right member of Equation A2-1, obtained by referring to the tables of Kaufman VOL. 48, No. 6, JUNE 1981 (1966) The above expression for the normalized capillary back-diffusate fraction leads to numerical results in agreement with those given by Ziegler and Goresky (1971) for their parameter specializations %c = 1 and Tk 1 = 0.15 sec" 1 , with y ic equal to zero, 0.15 sec" 1 , and 0.3 sec" 1 , yielding concurrences for fi c of 0.632, 0.239, and 0.146, respectively. We call attention to the following important point: although Equation A2-1 is the back-diffusion capillary-outflow response obtained by Ziegler and Goresky on their model for a unit impulse inflow flux, it is easy to show that our Equation A2-5 holds for any normalized input rate whatever, provided only that the dose is finite and that the usual requirements of linearity and stationarity (Perl, 1971) for tracer stimulus and response methodology are satisfied; we assume this to be the case here. Thus, since fi c is independent of the form of the tracer input function, we can use Equation A2-5 for our present purposes, as follows.
To calculate approximate values of fi c pertaining to our present study of ammonia uptake by brain, we make the parameter identifications that is, we assign to the parameters P c , S c , and F c of Ziegler and Goresky's model the values of our corresponding regional averages PN, JJLS, and JXF, defined by Equations Al-30 and Al-35. Additionally, we equate the accessible interstitial volume for their model capillary, V ic , to the capillary-average interstitial volume per capillary in our externally monitored region of interest, £2; that is, we put (A2-6d) in which V in is the total accessible interstitial fluid volume in the region £2 and n is the number of capillaries in £2. In analogy with Equations Al-58 defining specific capillary surface area, S, and specific blood flow, F, we further define specific acces-(A2-6e) where W n is the total weight of all tissues and fluids, including blood, in the region £2. We also define the abbreviation Ti A Vi/F and make the identification Yic = y.
(A2-6f) (A2-7a) The last relation equates y\ c , the fractional rate constant for one-way uptake into tissue cells from the interstitial fluid of Ziegler and Goresky's model capillary, to a parameter, y, representing the experimentally determined fractional turnover rate measured for the uptake of free ammonia by mammalian brain tissue. We shall quote values reported in the literatures for y presently. With the foregoing equivalences established between Ziegler and Goresky's model parameters and our own, we find, on combining Equations Al-35, Al-58, Al-59, A2-2, and A2-6, that the relations = X and Tic = (A2-7b) (A2-7c) both hold. In Equation A2-7b, the parameter x is that defined in Equations Al-40 and Al-59. Consequently, the back-diffusate fraction, fin, for radioammonia leaving £2, obtained by using Equations A2-7 with Equation A2-5, is given by fin = exp{-x /[l + -exp(-x). (A2-8)
From this form and the definition (Eq. A2-6f) for Ti, we see that fin increases with increasing capillary blood flow and decreases with increasing associated interstitial fluid volume and with increasing values of the fractional metabolic uptake rate, y. We also observe that fin increases with increasing values of the parameter x within the range of values that are physiologically significant. Some evaluations of fin according to Equation A2-8 for selected parameter values are given below. We take the free ammonia space in brain to correspond to brain extracellular fluid space. Published data indicate that the relative extracellular fluid space of the brain falls within the range of 10-20% (Rail et al., 1962; Woodward et al., 1967; Rail and Fenstermacher, 1971) . We select a midrange value of 15%, and neglecting small departures of brain density from a nominal value of 1 g/cm 3 , we assign the value V; = 0.15 cm 3 /g for the specific interstitial volume according to the definition (Eq. A2-6e). Our midrange value of regional specific CBF (Table 1) is F = 52 (cm 3 /min) per hg = 8.7 X 10" 3 (cm 3 /sec) per g, leading to a value n = 17.3 seconds according to definition (A2-6f) . The values we cite for y, the fractional turnover rate for the uptake of free ammonia by mammalian brain tissue, are those of Mcllwain (1966) and Cooper et al. (1979) . The former provides y = 0.75 sec" 1 , and the latter give estimated half-times ranging between 1 and 3 seconds, leading to a midrange value of 2 seconds, implying a turnover rate constant of = 0.35 sec"
1 . Cooper et al. (1979) obtained their estimates of the half-time by chemical determination of free radioammonia in mammalian brain tissue using rapid macroscopic sampling techniques; we assume that this free radioammonia resided only in interstitial space at the instants of sampling. Whether or not this assumption is valid, we note that the functional dependence of Pa on V; through T; in Equation A2-8 is such that use of values for Vi larger than the value 0.15 cm 3 /g we have selected for illustration would result in computed values of fia even smaller than those we obtained and report here. Our midrange value of the parameter x, as discussed following Equation Al-56, is x = 0.42. We give our computed regional back-diffusate fractions based on the above numerical assignments in Table 3 .
We recognize that neglect of back-diffusion in the data-interpretation method based on our model would lead only to a lower bound for the permeability-coefficient surface-area product rather than to the actual value (Ziegler and Goresky, 1971; Rose et al., 1977) . To assess the significance of this effect, we used the approximate values of the back-diffusate fraction given in Table 3 to obtain estimates of the resulting relative systematic error in our parameter, x. a n d therefore also in PN, due to neglect of back-diffusion. We did this by using a Taylor series expansion to first order, viz., On combining Equations Al-59, A2-8, A2-9, A2-10, and A2-11, we obtain the approximation
In Table 3 we give numerical evaluations of the above expression for the systematic error due to neglect of back-diffusion, using the same parameter assignments as for y8 n . We see from these results that although the relative systematic error in x or PN due to neglect of back-diffusion in our model is not insignificant, especially for large values of x, it is still minor in comparison with the random errors in our results stemming from unidentified sources of variability. Note, moreover, that Ziegler and Goresky's 1971 model, on which the results in Table 3 are based, does not take into account shifts in the magnitude of the apparent ammonia permeability coefficient (Eq. Al-30) toward lower values on the tissue side of the BBB due to the lower pH prevailing there relative to that in blood. Therefore, their model cannot describe the concentrative behavior of the BBB for uptake of ammonia by brain tissue. This asymmetry of the BBB for the diffusion of ammonia implies that the magnitudes of /?n and of I ^x/x I = I SPN/PN I we have computed here are upper bounds; the actual absolute values of the systematic error due to neglect of radioammonia back-diffusion in our model would be even smaller than our present estimates obtained on the assumption of a symmetric BBB.
We emphasize that our present model for uptake of blood ammonia by brain tissue, as developed in Appendix 1, does not depend on any assumptions concerning the mechanisms responsible for its observed sequestration (Mcllwain, 1966; Cooper et al., 1979) . We speculate, however, that this sequestration may be due principally to the low mobility of glutamine, formed intracellularly at rates, y, quoted above and listed in Table 3 . 
